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- Experimental determinations of sme-, nematic, cholesteric, and lyotropic
structures.
PACS. 6180G - Orientational order of liquid crystals in electric and magnetic fields.
PACS. 61.30E

PACS. 64.70M - Transitions in fiquid crystals.

Abstract. - Birefringence and textural data are presented far a ring-shaped trimeric liquid
crystal. The material apparently undergoes a mbxid-to-biaxial nematic phase transition as a
function of temperature.

In a recent paper [l] we showed that at Ieast one member of a new class of cyclic
thermotropic liquid crystals 12-91 exhibits a nearly second-order uniaxial nematic-isotropic
(Nu-I) phase transition. Using a dynamic electric-field-induced birefringence method, we
found that the quantity TNUmI
- T * < 0 2 K, where TNamI
is the fwatrorder phase tramition
temperature and T*is the supercooling limit of the isotropic phase. Such a weakly i%shrder
N,-I transition can be the signature of a neaxby Landau point 110-131 on a temperature-r
phase diagram, where T corresponds to an experimentally adjustable parameter such as
concentration or molecular architecture. The Landau point is an isolated critical point which
s e p a r a h a high-temperatureisotropic phase hthree lower-krnpmtw nematic phsses: one
miaxhl phase at large r and another at m a l l r,with a b W nematic phase (Nb)
in ktween
113-1.5l. Thus, if one decreases temperature dong an ~is+Fpline, one expects b encounter,
respectively, an isotropic phase, a uniaxid nematic phase, and a b M nematic phase.
For the cyclic molecule we also observed the onset of textures at T -- 25 R in what
had been a homeotropically oriented uniardaI nematic phase at higher temperatures [l].
These observations are consistent with a tow-temperature nematic b j W phase. Such a
b W phase was first discovered in lyotropic systems by Yu and Saupe in 1980 [I6J, and
I& in a thennotropic liquid crystal [17]by Malth?te et al, Since that time there have been
numerous reports of thermotropic biaxialiv [18-241, many of which have since been called
into question /25]. In this paper we report on several investigations below what we believe is
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an Nu-Nb phase transition in the cyclic trimer TPB-(c) 9(3). Again, these results are
consisknt with a uniaxial-bW nematic phase transition.
The cyclic trimer TPB-(c) 9(3) is based on the general structure shown in fig. 1, with n = 9
and X=3. Details of the syntheses and thermal characterization of this compound are
described elsewhere [5, ?].As TPB-(c)9(3) and related molecules are synthesized in minute
quantities, a single sample was prepared in such a manner as to be used in several different
experiments. Two glass slides coated with semi-transparent indium-tin-odde (ITO)were in
turn coated with the surfactant hexadecyl~ethyl ammonium bromide to induce
horneotropic alignment. The slides were separated by Mylar spacers of nominal thickness
3 prn, and the cell was adjusted for excellent parallelism under monochromatic light. Since
the two regions of IT0 had a well-defined overlap area A = ( 0 8 0 + 0.01)cm2,we found from a
measurement of the empty-cell capacitance that the cell thickness d = ( 3 3 + 0.1) .l W 4 crn.
(Emra in d arising from this technique will be proportionally represented in the
b i g e n c e results.) The cell was placed in a small wen, temperature contm11ed to appmxhaiely 50 mK, and the oven was in turn mounted on a rotation stage. TPB-(c)9(3)was inlmduced
into the cell in the isokopic phase, and was oriented homeotropically in the miaxial nematic
phase by the surfactant. The b i e n c e apparatus was based upon a modulated Pock& cell
and is described in detail elsewhere 1261. In this experiment the h e r beam was fd
to a spot
size of order 50 p in order to probe a small region of the sample.
On entering the biaxial phase, the twofold degeneracy of the smaller refractive index (the
ordinary index n d,is broken into ny and %Od, and there is an apparent bir-gence
An =
= nfd - %Ord in the plane of the sample. In order to measure this birefringence, one ideally
would like to orient all three eigenvectors of the optical die1ecb.i~tensor along appropriak
directions in the laboratory frame. In many materials this can be accomplished by the
combined action of the surface treatment and orthogonal electric and/or magnetic
fields [14,27].However, for TPB-(c)913) this is not possible, as is apparent from fig, 1, and
light and dark regions are visible when the sample is viewed under a polarizing microscope.
Thus we needed to choose a difTerent tack. At each equilibrated temperature the sample was
rotated to achieve a maximum birefringence. Since the orientation of the sample does not, in
principle, affect the measured optical retardation (only the signal-to-noise ratio), thia method
provides the correct An [26]. There are, however, several sources of error endemic to this
approach. If the beam does not precisely sample the center of the rotation stage, different
parts of the cell will be probed aa the cell is rotated. This creates two problems. Fht, any
strain-induced birefringence in the glass cell or oven windows will vary as the cell is rotated
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Fig. 1. - The monomer that constitutes TPB-(c)9(3). IX= 3, n =9.)
Fig. 2. - Measured in-plane birefringence A% = nfd - R~ vs. temperature.
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input to a lock-in amplifier, which was referenced to the light chopper frequency. In the
homeotropic Nuphase no light reached the detector, even at the highest field of 7.7kG. (The
field needed to induce a Freedericksz transition is greater than 10 kG for a sample of
thickness 3.3 p.)
In the Nb phase a significant amount of light reached the detector. On
ramping the field to 7.7 kG the intensity change was under I%, not much above the noise.

This measurement was performed at several different temperatures, at each temperature
with the beam passing through the sample at several different locations. Additionally, the
beam was focused to approximately 50 p and again passed through the sample at several
different spots. In dl cases the resdts were similar: no reproducible intensity change. Had
the birefringence been due to the onset of a smectic C phase or tilt transition at the
nematic-substrate surface, the field would have caused a torque on the director throughout
the sample. In consequence, one would have expected significant changes in the transmitted
intensity (even with strong azimuthal surface anchoring), which were not observed.
We now turn to our observations of textures. Figure 3 represents the t&ures observed
under a polarizing microscope in a small area near the edge of the ceU as a function of
temperature. Note that in this region homeotropic alignment does not obtain and the
molecules are oriented tangentially. On cooling the sample from the isotropic phase we
observed a typical Nutexture (fig.3 4 ) with numerous singular points from which two or four
dark brushes emanate. The brushes arise wherever the optical axis is directed either parallel
or perpendicular to the polarization of the light 131,321. Moreover, the brushes indicate that
the director is not twisting dong the sample normal direction f321.The points associated with
two brushes correepond t o line dischations of half-strength (31,321, as shown in fig. 4a). The
points associated with four bruahes correspond ta escape linear defects that leave point
defects (boojums) at the surfaces [33]. The obsewation of the ha-strength dischations
implies that the director is oriented tangentially to the sample plates. At constant
temperature in the N, phase some of the points and lines of opposite strength were observed
t o approach and annihilate each other (fig. 4b), c)).
The texture changes principally when the temperature deereases below TN,.Nband new
topnlogicd defects-walls connecting the points with two brushes or forming closed loops
(fig. 4d), e))-appear. As boojums remain isolated, the walls do not contain point defects
associated with four brushes. In addition, the contrast between the walls and their
surrounding regions increases with decreasing temperature, By rotating the microscope
stage it is poasible to find an orientation where the wall becomes dark and indistinguishable
from the background. This observation impfies that the walk do not involve deformations in
the plane of the cell, but are rather due h~vertical deformations. In consequence we can
identify these as Bloch walls [32], or equivalently as type-I1 inversion walls according to
Mehring and Saupe 1311. As pointed out in ref. [31), Bloch walls have never been observed in
a smeetic C phase, which supports the magneto-optic observations that the behavior
observed in TPB-(c) 9(3) below TN,-Nbis mt caused by a uniaxial nematic-to-smectic C phaae
transition, Thus, the reason for the textural alkrations must be connected with the very
nature of the nematic phase(s).
Another possible mechanism for the wall's appearance is an anchoring transition in the
director field n: the walls become unavoidable when n tilta away from the cell [31,32,34]
Earlier we noted that a tilt transition is inconsistent with the absence of magnetically induced
changes in the optical transmission. We now discuss the textural issues. The geometry of the
classical BIoch walls[31] implies the existence of twist deformations; this is because the
corresponding twist elastic constant in a uniaxial nematic is amder than that of the bend.
Although this elasticity difference for the cyclic molecule in the N, phase may not be quite so
large as for a rod-shaped malede, this general relationship is expeckd to be valid. For
b W nematic8 the difference between twist and bend elastic moduli is likely b be even
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Fig. 4. - Structure of the - 112 disclinatiom: a) miaxid nematic with tangential anchoring; 6 ) unhxial
nematic with tilted ancoring such that the twist n-wall appears; c ) birudal nematic with tstngential
anchoring for n and tilted anchoring for m ;the m-wall is perpendicular to the direction of n.

smaller [31-331. Now, ifthe textures were due to a surface tilt transition in an otherwise Nu
phase, the elasticity anisotropy would imply that the wall axis would preferentially emanate
m m the point defect along the axis (parallel to n) shown in fig. 4b). On the other hand, if the
liquid crystal were bi-,
then owing to the relative isotropy of the elaW mcduli, the wall
could emanate at an8 angle (parallel ta t h e plane of the cell) from the defect. Observations of
textures using a red p b 1 (gypsum plate) revealed that the walls, in fact, ernmate in
apparently random directions from the defect, lending further evidence to the existence of
b-ty
rather than a tilt transition
An additional observation suggests the absence of a surface tilt transition. Polarizing
microscopy showed textural changes in both the central homeotropic region and t h e planar
regions near the edge of the cell occurring simultaneouslg as the temperature waa decreased
belaw TNrNb.It is highly unlikely that a surface tilt transition wodd occur at the same
temperatwe in both regions, one planar and one horneotmpic, given the very different

interactions associated with the two alignments.
The k x k d changes near the edge of the ceU (in the tangentially aligned region) a h t ,
on the other hand, be explained by a &PITb transition in the following manner. B U t y
require8 the appearance of a second director field m (fig. 4c)), as measured in the
birefringence experiments above. One may imagine a scenario in which m tilts with respect
to the cell plane. (Theprincipal director field n,which characterizes order in both the N, and
Nb phases, remains tangentially anchored.) Because of this nonzero m tilt (8 * O), a vectox
pmjection m,, of m onto the cell plane does not satisfy the condition m,, = - m,, - With
m,, * m Z r ,isolctted lines of half-strength are topologically prohibited (see, e.g., ref. 1331).
A wall, as observed in fig. 4d) and e), provides a mechanism which permits the existence of
nonisolated half-strength line disclinations in a biaxial phase. From the definition of a
half-smgth disclination, the director field undergoes an azimuthal rotation through x in
one circuit around the dischation (fig.4). For tangential anchoring of m,a c ~crotation of
the director n transform^ m into - m, which are equivalent to each other, However, for a
tilted orientation, m,, * - m,, and a + x rotation of R must result in a plane of discontinuity
where ma,, and -m,, meet each other. The half-strength line disclination is no longer
isolated and represents the edge of the plane (fig.4e)). In practice, the singular plane spreads
out and forms the obsemed wall, providing a continuous reorientation of m,, into - mzv
through the region where the tilt is zero and m lies in the cell plane (fig. 44). Thus, the
observation of these walls is consistent with the exhtence of biaxiahty. At higher
temperatum the biaxiality disappears, causing the disappearance of the walls.
To summarize, we have presented evidence that the cyclic thermotropic moIeculc
TPB-(3) 9(c) e h i i t a a uniaxial-bbal nematic phase transition.
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